A high-resolution global-scale groundwater model
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Abstract. Groundwater is the world’s largest accessible source of fresh water. It plays a vital role in satisfying basic needs for drinking water, agriculture and industrial activities. During times of drought groundwater sustains baseflow to rivers and wetlands, thereby supporting ecosystems. Most global-scale hydrological models (GHMs) do not include a groundwater flow component, mainly due to lack of geohydrological data at the global scale. For the simulation of lateral flow and groundwater head dynamics, a realistic physical representation of the groundwater system is needed, especially for GHMs that run at finer resolutions. In this study we present a global-scale groundwater model (run at 6′ resolution) using MODFLOW to construct an equilibrium water table at its natural state as the result of long-term climatic forcing. The used aquifer schematization and properties are based on available global data sets of lithology and transmissivities combined with the estimated thickness of an upper, unconfined aquifer. This model is forced with outputs from the land-surface PCRaster Global Water Balance (PCRGLOBWB) model, specifically net recharge and surface water levels. A sensitivity analysis, in which the model was run with various parameter settings, showed that variation in saturated conductivity has the largest impact on the groundwater levels simulated. Validation with observed groundwater heads showed that groundwater heads are reasonably well simulated for many regions of the world, especially for sediment basins ($R^2 = 0.95$). The simulated regional-scale groundwater patterns and flow paths demonstrate the relevance of lateral groundwater flow in GHMs. Inter-basin groundwater flows can be a significant part of a basin’s water budget and help to sustain river baseflows, especially during droughts. Also, water availability of larger aquifer systems can be positively affected by additional recharge from inter-basin groundwater flows.

1 Introduction

Groundwater is a crucial part of the global water cycle. It is the world’s largest accessible source of fresh water and plays a vital role in satisfying basic needs of human society. It is a primary source for drinking water and supplies water for agriculture and industrial activities (Wada et al., 2014). During times of drought stored groundwater provides a buffer against water shortage and sustains baseflow to rivers and wetlands, thereby supporting ecosystems and biodiversity. However, in many parts of the world groundwater is abstracted at rates that exceed groundwater recharge, causing groundwater levels to drop while baseflow to rivers is no longer sustained (Konikow, 2011; Gleeson et al., 2012).

In order to understand variations in recharge and human water use affect groundwater head dynamics, lateral groundwater flow and groundwater surface water interactions should be included in global-scale hydrological models (GHMs), especially as these GHMs progressively move towards finer resolutions (Wood et al., 2012; Krakauer et al., 2014). Several studies (e.g. Bierkens and van den Hurk, 2007; Fan et al., 2007) have suggested that lateral groundwater flows and surface water interactions are important for regional climate conditions as they influence soil moisture and thus the water cycle and energy exchange between land and the lower atmosphere. Moreover, lateral groundwater flow over catchment boundaries, i.e. inter-basin flows, can be a significant part of the water budget of a catchment, dependent on certain climate and geological conditions (Schaller and Fan, 2009). By supplementing the water budget, incoming inter-basin groundwater helps to sustain baseflows during droughts thereby increasing surface water availability for human water needs (de Graaf et al., 2014). Up to now, the current generation of GHMs typically does not include a lateral groundwa-
ter flow component mainly due to the lack of worldwide hydrogeological information (Gleeson et al., 2014). These data are available for parts of the developed world, but even there it is difficult to obtain data in a consistent manner. To cope with the unavailability of hydrogeological data Sutanudjaja et al. (2011) proposed the use of global data sets of surface lithology and elevation for aquifer parameterization. This method was tested by building a groundwater flow model for the Rhine–Meuse basin (30° resolution) with promising results. Similarly, Vergnes et al. (2012) used global and European data sets to delimit the main aquifer basins for France (at 0.5° resolution) and parameterized these based on lithological information.

Recently, a pioneering study by Fan et al. (2013) presented a first ever high-resolution global groundwater table depth map. Their method, however, does not include hydrogeological information such as aquifer depths and transmissivities, but uses estimates from soil data. Also, the hydraulic connection between rivers and groundwater, which is the primary mode of drainage for groundwater in humid regions, is ignored. Moreover, their model requires calibration to head observations.

In this paper we present a global-scale groundwater model of an upper aquifer which is assumed to be unconfined. For the parameterization of the aquifer properties we relied entirely on available global lithological maps (Hartmann and Moosdorf, 2012) and databases on permeability (Gleeson et al., 2011). To overcome the lack of information about aquifer thickness worldwide, this is estimated based on extrapolation of available data from the USA. This can equally be extended to data-poor environments.

We forced the groundwater model with output from the global hydrological PCRaster Global Water Balance (PCR-GLOBWB) model (van Beek et al., 2011), specifically the net groundwater recharge and average surface water levels derived from routed channel discharge. This approach builds on earlier work by Sutanudjaja et al. (2011) and Sutanudjaja et al. (2014).

With this approach we were able to simulate groundwater heads of a upper unconfined aquifer, providing a first-order estimate of the spatial variability of water table heads as a function of climate and geology. In this paper we limit ourselves to a steady-state simulation as a prelude to transient simulations in forthcoming work. Also we did not yet perform a formal calibration of the model. We performed a sensitivity analysis using a Monte Carlo framework in which we ran the model with various hydrogeological parameter settings. Simulated groundwater heads from all realizations were evaluated against reported piezometer data and the parameter set with the highest coefficient of determination was used for further analysis. This resulted in a global map of average groundwater table depth in its natural state, i.e. in equilibrium with climate and without groundwater pumping. We simulated flow paths from the location of infiltration towards the location of drainage. Flow paths show areas where lateral groundwater flows are important and inter-basin groundwater flows are significant and contribute to water availability in neighbouring watersheds. They also provide an indication of groundwater travel times.

Hereafter follows a description of the methods, in particular the parameterization of the upper aquifer, after which results of the sensitivity analysis and validation are presented. Next, the groundwater table depth map and flow path maps for Europe and Africa are presented. We end with conclusions and discussion.

2 Methods

2.1 General

The hydrological model of the terrestrial part of the world (excluding Greenland and Antarctica) developed in this study consists of two parts: (1) the dynamic land-surface model (PCR-GLOBWB) and (2) the steady-state groundwater model (MODFLOW). Both the land-surface model and groundwater model are run at 6’ resolution (approximately 11 km at the Equator). PCR-GLOBWB and MODFLOW are coupled offline where both models are run consecutively (Sutanudjaja et al., 2011).

2.1.1 Land-surface model

The PCR-GLOBWB model is a global hydrological model that simulates hydrological processes in and between two soil stores and one underlying linear groundwater store. For a detailed description of the PCR-GLOBWB model we refer to van Beek et al. (2011), and a summarized model description is given here. PCR-GLOBWB was run at 6’ resolution using a daily time step. Monthly climate data were taken from the CRU TS2.1 (Mitchell and Jones, 2005) with a spatial resolution of 0.5° and downscaled using the ERA-40 (Uppala et al., 2005) and ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) to obtain a daily climatic forcing see de Graaf et al., 2014 for a more detailed description of this forcing data set. Each grid cell contains a land surface that is represented by a vertical structured soil column comprising two soil layers (maximum depth 0.3 and 1.2 m, respectively), an underlying groundwater reservoir, and the overlying canopy. Sub-grid variability is included with regards to land cover (in this case using fractions of short and tall vegetation), soil conditions and topography. The model employs the improved Arno Scheme (Todini et al., 1996; Hagemann et al., 1999) to simulate variations in the fraction of saturated soil in order to quantify direct surface runoff. For each time step and for every grid cell the water balance of the soil column is calculated on the basis of the climatic forcing that imposes precipitation, reference-crop potential evapotranspiration and temperature. Actual evapotranspiration is calculated from reference-crop potential evaporation, time-varying crop factors and soil moisture conditions. Vertical exchange between the soil and
groundwater occurs through percolation and capillary rise. Specific runoff from the soil column, comprising direct surface runoff, interflow and baseflow, is accumulated along the drainage network that consists of laterally connected surface water elements representing river channels, lakes or reservoirs. The accumulated runoff is routed to obtain discharge using the kinematic wave approximation of the Saint-Venant equations at a sub-daily time step. In the original version of PCR-GLOBWB no lateral groundwater flow is simulated. Groundwater flow within a cell is described as a linear store and recharge is simulated as percolation to the groundwater store, minus capillary rise from the groundwater store to the soil. However, in the current set-up, the capillary rise is disabled to force a one-way coupling from PCR-GLOBWB to MODFLOW.

2.1.2 Groundwater model

In this study the linear groundwater store of PCR-GLOBWB is replaced by a MODFLOW layer (McDonald and Harbaugh, 2000; Schmitz et al., 2009) simulating lateral groundwater flows and groundwater heads in a single-layer unconfined aquifer. Aquifer properties are prescribed and the MODFLOW layer is forced by outputs from PCR-GLOBWB, i.e. long-term averages of surface water levels and groundwater recharge (running period 1960–2010). Figure 1a illustrates the modelling strategy.

2.2 Estimating aquifer properties

Aquifer properties were initially based on two data sets; (1) the high-resolution global lithological map (GLiM) of Hartmann and Moosdorf (2012), and (2) the global permeability estimates of Gleeson et al. (2011).

The GLiM describes 15 lithology classes (see Table 1) (similar and expanding on Dürr et al., 2005). It is assumed that the lithological map represents the geology of the shallow subsurface accurately (Hartmann and Moosdorf, 2012). For the global permeability map the lithology classes of Dürr et al. (2005) were combined to five hydrolithologies, representing broad lithologic categories with similar hydrogeological characteristics (Gleeson et al., 2011). In the GLiM, these hydrolithological units were subdivided further on the basis of texture in the case of unconsolidated and sedimentary rocks (Table 1). Gleeson et al. (2011) found that for all hydrolithologies permeability is representative for larger scales and that there is no discernible additional dependence of permeability on scale, with the exception of carbonates, most likely due to karst. The resulting map shows regional-scale permeability over the globe with the geometric mean permeability attributed to each hydrolithological unit. The geometric mean was obtained from calibrated permeabilities from groundwater models for units larger than 5 km in extent within 100 m depth. The polygons in the GLiM, delineating a hydrological unit, were subsequently gridded to 30′ (~1 km) and aggregated as the geometric mean at 6′ resolution.

To estimate aquifer transmissivities (kD in m² d⁻¹), aquifer thicknesses are required. Since no globally consistent data set on aquifer thickness is available, this was estimated using predominantly terrain attributes. Based on the assumption that unconfined productive aquifers coincide with sediment basins below river valleys, the distinction was made between (1) mountain ranges with negligible sediment thickness, consisting mainly of hard rock with secondary permeability and (2) sediment basins with thick sediment layers, presenting aquifers.

Aquifer thicknesses were then estimated as follows:

1. Mountain ranges and sediment basins were distinguished based on the difference between surface elevation and floodplain elevation within a cell. We used elevation data at 30′ from the HydroSHEDS data set to determine the floodplain elevation at 6′. First, for each 6′ cell we identified the lowest elevation at 30′ (maximum 144 values for a cell comprising only land
Table 1. Lithologic and hydrolithologic categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lithologic categories</th>
<th>Hydrolithologic categories</th>
<th>$\log k_{\mu \text{geo}}$ [m$^2$]</th>
<th>$\sigma$ [m$^2$]</th>
<th>$S_c$ [m m$^{-1}$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unconsolidated sediments</td>
<td>unconsolidated</td>
<td>$-13.0$</td>
<td>$2.0$</td>
<td>$0.235$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c.g. unconsolidated</td>
<td>$-10.9$</td>
<td>$1.2$</td>
<td>$0.360$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f.g. unconsolidated</td>
<td>$-14.0$</td>
<td>$1.8$</td>
<td>$0.110$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siliciclastic sediments</td>
<td>siliciclastic sedimentary</td>
<td>$-15.2$</td>
<td>$2.5$</td>
<td>$0.055$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c.g. siliciclastic sedimentary</td>
<td>$-12.5$</td>
<td>$0.9$</td>
<td>$0.100$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f.g. siliciclastic sedimentary</td>
<td>$-16.5$</td>
<td>$1.7$</td>
<td>$0.010$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed sedimentary rocks</td>
<td>carbonate</td>
<td>$-11.8$</td>
<td>$1.5$</td>
<td>$0.140$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbonate sedimentary rocks</td>
<td>crystalline</td>
<td>$-14.1$</td>
<td>$1.5$</td>
<td>$0.010$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaporites</td>
<td>volcanic</td>
<td>$-12.5$</td>
<td>$1.8$</td>
<td>$0.050$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acid volcanic rocks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate volcanic rocks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic volcanic rocks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acid plutonic rocks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate plutonic rocks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic plutonic rocks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyroclastics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metamorphic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water bodies</td>
<td>not assigned</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice and glaciers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Hartmann and Moosdorf (2012). $^b$ Based on Gleeson et al. (2011). $\log k_{\mu \text{geo}}$ is the geometric mean logarithmic permeability; $\sigma$ is the standard deviation; f.g. and c.g. are fine grained and coarse grained respectively; $^c S_c$ is the storage coefficient, average per category.

2. By definition basins are linked to sedimentary environments in fluvial systems and deltas. Sediments are deposited perpendicular to the main gradient (constituting the transversal axis of the basin), with grain size and volumes decreasing at greater distance away from the transversal axis. Grain size also decreases along the transversal axis, distinguishing proximal (near the source of sediment) and distal parts. We assumed that gradation in grain size is captured in the GLiM but differentiation in depth is not. Instead, we used relative elevation as a measure of proximity to the river measured along the transversal axis and as an indicator of the associated depth. We standardized the relative elevation and used this to define the distribution of aquifer thickness using a log-normal distribution, assuming thickness is non-negative and positively skewed. In more detail, we used the following procedure.

First, for each cell location $x$ belonging to the sediment basins, a measure expressing the relative difference between land-surface elevation and floodplain elevation was calculated:

$$F'(x) = 1 - \frac{F(x) - F_{\text{min}}}{F_{\text{max}} - F_{\text{min}}},$$

(1)

where $F(x)$ is the difference of surface and floodplain elevation at location $x$. $F_{\text{min}}$ and $F_{\text{max}}$ are the minimal and maximal value, corresponding to a difference between land-surface and floodplain elevation of 0 and 50 m respectively (following from the method to distinguish sediment basins from mountain ranges). This measure leads to a thinning layer further from the river towards the edge of the sediment basin (Fig. 2, bottom panel). $F'(x)$ can be seen as the likelihood of finding a thick sedimentary aquifer at a particular location $x$. A map of the spatial distribution of $F'(x)$ is given in the Supplement (Fig. S1).
Second, the associated $z$-score is then calculated as

$$Z(x) = G^{-1}(F'(x)),$$

(2)

where $G^{-1}()$ is the inverse of the standard normal distribution.

3. Next, statistics on the thickness of unconsolidated sediments were obtained from available regional-scale groundwater studies in the USA (e.g. Central Valley, California, Faunt et al., 2009; Mississippi basin, Clark and Hart, 2009; in total six studies were used). As a measure of difference between aquifer systems, for each study the average thickness was determined resulting in a range of average thickness between 50 and 500 m. We assume that the thicknesses of the delineated sediments basins correspond with the total thickness of the upper aquifer and that this thickness is log-normally distributed. Therefore, this distribution is described using the average thickness of the ln-transformed thickness $\ln \bar{D}$. This $\ln \bar{D}$ is chosen uniformly over the globe and sampled from the range of thicknesses:

$$\ln \bar{D} = U(50; 500).$$

(3)

Moreover, as a measure of variation in thickness within aquifers systems, an average coefficient of variation was determined from the same USA regional groundwater studies. The coefficient of variation of the In-transformed thickness $\text{CV}_{\ln D}$ was fixed when calculating the global distribution of aquifer thickness.

4. For each realization a spatial distribution of aquifer thickness is generated, assuming a log-normal distribution with random average $\ln \bar{D}$, sampled from $U(50; 500)$ with a fixed coefficient of variation $\text{CV}_{\ln D}$, and using the standard normal ordinate $Z(x)$ that is based on the topographical controls within each delineated basin:

$$Y(x) = \ln \bar{D}(1 + \text{CV}_{\ln D}Z(x)),$$

(4)

$$D(x) = e^{Y(x)}.$$  

(5)

Therefore, in this representation $Y(x)$ and $D(x)$ are random because $\ln \bar{D}$ is random, while spatial variation is determined in $Z(x)$ reflecting the likelihood of a thick aquifer. Average aquifer thicknesses was simulated randomly from $U(50, 500)$ resulting in 100 equally likely maps of aquifer thickness. The result of the best performing run (selected after evaluation to groundwater head data) is presented in Fig. 3a.

Transmissivities were calculated using the estimated aquifer thickness. To estimate permeability at greater depth we combined the concept of exponentially decreasing permeability of the continental crust with depth (Ingebritsen and Manning, 1999) with data on near-surface permeability from Gleeson et al. (2011). The permeability decline with depth is prescribed by the sediment-bedrock profile at a location, which depends strongly on terrain slope; the steeper the land, the thinner the weathered layer and the sharper the decrease in permeability with depth. This is expressed through the e-folding depth $\alpha$ (range and global spatial distribution of e-folding depth is given in Figs. S2 and S3 and taken from Miguez-Macho et al., 2008). With near-surface permeability $k_0$ (m d$^{-1}$, from Table 1) the transmissivity $T(x)$ (m$^2$ d$^{-1}$) over the aquifer depth $D(x)$ (m) can then be calculated as

$$T(x) = \int_0^{D(x)} k_0 e^{-\frac{z}{\alpha}} \, dz.$$  

(6)

As Eq. (6) is an exponential function, permeabilities will approximate zero at greater depth.

It is assumed that conductivities are horizontally homogeneous within a hydrolithological class. The globally calculated transmissivities are presented in Fig. 3b. Note that for mountain ranges low permeabilities are calculated that represent the permeabilities of the bedrock, thereby neglecting weathered regolith soils with high permeabilities that develop on the more gentle slopes. As a result perched water
tables that develop in these soils are not included in the simulated lateral groundwater flow (illustrated in Fig. 1b). Instead, runoff associated with these perched water tables is taken care of in the land-surface model (PCR-GLOBWB) as storm flow or interflow from the second soil reservoir. It should be recognized that our MODFLOW model is built at $6'$ and cells thus have different length units. To account for this a spatially variable anisotropy factor can be introduced. We have not yet implemented this option, but will do so in future work.

2.3 Boundary conditions, recharge and drainage levels

For large lakes and the ocean a Dirichlet boundary condition was used. For the ocean the groundwater head was set at 0 m, water levels of the lakes were set at elevation levels provided by the HydroSHEDS digital elevation map.

The steady-state groundwater recharge, shown in Fig. 4 and obtained from PCR-GLOBWB as the long-term average (for 1960–2000), was used as input for the recharge package of MODFLOW. In the MODFLOW calculation, the input value of recharge is multiplied by the MODFLOW cell dimension to get a volume per unit time, $L^3 T^{-1}$. However, the input coming from our hydrological model is calculated for a geographic projected cell, and thus varying surface areas. For this reason we modified our recharge input as follows:

$$RCH_{inp} = RCH_{act} \times \frac{A_{cell}}{A_{MF}},$$

(7)
where $A_{\text{cell}}$ is the cell area of the projected cell, $A_{\text{MF}}$ is the cell area of the MODFLOW cell, $RCH_{\text{act}}$ is the groundwater recharge coming from PCR-GLOBWB (Fig. 4) and $RCH_{\text{inp}}$ is the modified input for the MODFLOW calculation.

We used the MODFLOW river (RIV) and drain (DRN) packages to incorporate interactions between groundwater bodies and the surface water. We distinguished three levels of groundwater–surface water interactions: (1) large rivers, with a width $> 10$ m, (2) smaller rivers, with a width $< 10$ m and (3) springs and streams higher up in river valleys.

1. For the larger rivers the interactions are governed by actual groundwater heads and surface water levels. The latter can be obtained from the long-term average naturalized river discharge, $Q_{\text{chn}}$ (calculated by PCR-GLOBWB), by using assumed channel properties. These are channel width, $W_{\text{chn}}$ (L), channel depth, $D_{\text{chn}}$ (L), Manning roughness coefficient, $n$ (L$^{-1/3}$ T$^{-1}$) and channel longitudinal slope, $S_l$ (–).

The channel width was calculated using Lacey’s formula (Lacey, 1930)

$$W_{\text{chn}} \approx P_{\text{bkl}} = 4.8 \times Q_{\text{bkl}}^{0.5};$$

(8)

where $P_{\text{bkl}}$ (m) is the wetted perimeter, $Q_{\text{bkl}}$ is the long-term averaged natural bankfull discharge (m$^3$ s$^{-1}$) and 4.8 ($s^{0.5}$ m$^{-0.5}$) is an empirical factor derived from the relationship between discharge and channel geometry (Savenije, 2003). In large natural braided rivers $P_{\text{bkl}}$ is slightly larger than $W_{\text{chn}}$. The bankfull discharge was calculated from the simulated river discharges and occurs, as a rule of thumb, every 1.5 years. Combining Lacey’s formula with Manning’s formula (Manning, 1891) assuming a rectangular channel gives the channel depth:
\[ D_{\text{chn}} = \left( \frac{n \times Q_{\text{chn}}^{0.5}}{4.8 \times S_i^{0.5}} \right)^{\frac{3}{5}} . \]  

By subtracting \( D_{\text{chn}} \) from surface elevation we estimated the bottom elevation of the river bed \( \text{RBOT} \) (m). The average river head \( \text{HRIV} \) (m) was subsequently calculated from the long-term average naturalized river discharge \( Q_{\text{chn}} \) using the Manning formula

\[
\text{HRIV} = \text{RBOT} + \left( \frac{n \times Q_{\text{chn}}^{0.5}}{B_{\text{chn}} \times S_i^{0.5}} \right)^{\frac{3}{5}} .
\]

The RBOT and the HRIV were used as input for the RIV package in MODFLOW to calculate the flow between the river and aquifer: \( Q_{\text{riv}} \) (m³ s⁻¹). If the head in the cell connected to the river drops below the bottom of the river bed, water enters the groundwater system from the river at a constant rate. If the head is above the bottom of the river bed, water either enter or leave the aquifer system depending on whether the head is above or below the river head. \( Q_{\text{riv}} \) is positive when water from the river enters the aquifer and is calculated as follows:

\[
Q_{\text{riv}} = \begin{cases} 
  c \times (\text{HRIV} - h) & \text{if } h > \text{RBOT} \\
  c \times (\text{HRIV} - \text{RBOT}) & \text{if } h \leq \text{RBOT},
\end{cases}
\]

where \( h \) is groundwater head (m), and \( c \) is a conduc-tance (m² d⁻¹) calculated as

\[
c = \frac{1}{\text{BRES}} \times P_{\text{chn}} \times L_{\text{chn}},
\]

where BRES is bed resistance (d, taken 1 day here), \( L_{\text{chn}} \) (m) is the channel length (approximated the diagonal cell length) and \( P_{\text{chn}} \) is the wetted perimeter (approximated by \( W_{\text{chn}} \). The river package was used only for cells with large rivers, i.e. \( W_{\text{chn}} \geq 10 \text{ m} \).

2. To simulate smaller rivers, \( W_{\text{chn}} < 10 \text{ m} \), the DRN package was used. Water can only leave the groundwater system through the drain when head rises above the drainage level which was taken equal to the surface elevation, DEM. The drainage \( Q_{\text{drn}} \) (m³ d⁻¹) is then calculated as follows:

\[
Q_{\text{drn}} = \begin{cases} 
  c \times (\text{DEM} - h) & \text{if } h > \text{DEM} \\
  c \times 0 & \text{if } h \leq \text{DEM}.
\end{cases}
\]

Figure 4 shows larger rivers and active smaller rivers for Europe and Africa.

3. \( Q_{\text{riv}} \) and \( Q_{\text{drn}} \) quantify flow between streams and aquifer and are the main components of the baseflow

\( Q_{\text{bf}} \) which is negative when water flows into the river. However, at 6’ resolution the main stream is insufficient to represent truthfully all locations within a cell where groundwater levels intersect the terrain and additional drainage is needed to represent local sags, springs, and streams higher up in valleys in mountainous areas. To resolve this issue, we assumed that groundwater above the floodplain level can be tapped by local springs (illustrated in Fig. 1b) which were presented by means of a linear storage–outflow relationship. To be consistent with the RIV and DRN packages, this term is also negative when water is drained. Thus, total groundwater drainage was simulated as

\[
Q_{\text{bf}} = (Q_{\text{riv}} + Q_{\text{drn}}) - (J S_{\text{flep}}),
\]

where \( S_{\text{flep}} \) (m) is the groundwater storage above the floodplain as obtained from PCR-GLOBWB and \( J \) (d⁻¹) is a recession coefficient parameterized based on Kraaijenhof van der Leur (1958):

\[
J = \frac{\pi T}{4 S_{\gamma} L^2},
\]

where \( T \) (m² d⁻¹) is the transmissivity as used in the groundwater model, \( S_{\gamma} \) is the storage coefficient assumed for each hydro lithological category (see Table 1) and \( L \) is the average distance between streams and rivers as obtained from the stream density (see van Beek et al., 2011).

### 2.4 Sensitivity analysis of aquifer properties and recharge

In groundwater modelling the transmissivity and groundwater recharge are important parameters and subject to large uncertainty. In this study we investigated the sensitivity of the model outcome to changes in the aquifer parameters (conductivity, thickness) and recharge.

For each parameter a Monte Carlo simulation of 100 samples was performed. This simulation followed a log-normal distribution for layer thickness and saturated conductivity. For groundwater recharge a normal distribution was used. For layer thickness, mean and standard deviation were obtained by combining several case studies of the USA and extrapolating this globally (see Sect. 2.2, Eqs. 1–5). Means and standard deviations of saturated conductivities per hydro lithological class were taken from Gleeson et al. (2011) (see Table 1). Mean and standard deviations for groundwater recharge were taken for the PCR-GLOBWB sensitivity study of Wada et al. (2014).

The variation in groundwater depth caused by changing one parameter was evaluated by calculating maps coefficients of variation (presented in Fig. 5). To obtain the uncertainty from the combination of these parameters, for each parameter 10 evenly distributed quantiles were determined and combined into 1000 parameter sets with which to run the model.
Again variation in groundwater depth was evaluated by calculating maps of coefficients of variation.

2.5 Validation of groundwater heads

Simulated groundwater depths were validated against a compilation of reported piezometer data (Fan et al., 2013). The average of the reported data was used if more than one observation was available within a 6’ cell, giving a total of 65,303 cells with observations worldwide (of the total 648,000 cells). The water table head, instead of depth, was evaluated as it measures the potential energy that drives flow and is therefore physically more meaningful. The coefficient of determination ($R^2$) and regression coefficient ($\alpha$) were calculated for every run (results presented in Fig. 6). Residuals (res) were calculated as simulated heads minus observed heads and maps are presented (Fig. 7).

2.6 Simulating flow paths

Particle tracking, using MODPATH (Pollock, 1994), was included to track flow paths and estimate travel times of groundwater flows. For this simulation cell-to-cell flux densities, defined as the specific discharge per unit of cross sectional area, were used. A flow path is computed by tracking the particle from one cell to the next until it reaches a boundary or sink. It shows the path through the subsoil that the groundwater follows from the location of infiltration towards the location of drainage. In our case the particle was stopped when it reached the ocean, a lake or the local drainage (rivers or drains). It provides insights in regional-scale groundwater movements and groundwater age, indicating areas where lateral groundwater flows are significant and inter-basin groundwater flows are important. The latter positively affects water budgets of neighbouring catchments or recharges the larger aquifer systems, thereby increasing water availability of these neighbouring catchments. Results are presented for Europe and Africa, showing paths and travel times (Fig. 9).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Sensitivity analysis

Figure 5 shows the coefficient of variation (CV) of calculated groundwater depths with changing parameter settings for saturated conductivity, aquifer thickness, and recharge. Overall CVs are small, less than 1. Higher CVs are found for the Sahara and Australian desert, where recharge is low, transmissivities are high, and groundwater levels become disconnected from the surface. This emphasizes the influence of regional-scale lateral flow in these areas. Higher variations are also found for areas with shallow groundwater tables and higher transmissivities and recharge, like the Amazon and Indus Basin.

Figures of CVs of simulated groundwater depths resulting from changing a single parameter only are presented in the Supplement of this paper (Fig. S4). The CVs from changing saturated conductivity are almost similar to the total CV, illustrating that saturated conductivity is the predominant control of groundwater depth. This is expected as the standard deviation of saturated conductivity is large for several hydrogeological classes (Table 1), changing saturated conductivity by orders of magnitude. In general a higher-saturated conductivity leads to lower water tables and more significant regional groundwater flow, and vice versa.

The other two parameters, aquifer thickness and groundwater recharge, are of lower importance. Although different thicknesses do change transmissivities, impact on calculated groundwater depths is small. Also, the effect of changing groundwater recharge is small. This is the direct result of the small relative uncertainty compared to hydraulic conductivity. Beside this, drainage is self-limiting; as recharge increases, the water table rises and the hydraulic gradient is steepened, accelerating drainage and lowering the water table. This dampens the water table sensitivity to recharge uncertainties.

3.2 Validation of groundwater simulated heads

Simulated groundwater heads were compared to piezometer observations. A scatter plot of the best performing run (after changing three parameters) is presented in Fig. 6 and spatial patterns are presented in Fig. 7. It should be mentioned here that for most regions of the world no observation data are available (see Fig. S5) or are incomplete (i.e. no elevation measurement). While interpreting the results it should be noted that observation locations are biased towards river valleys, coastal ribbons and the areas where productive aquifers occur. Also, observations are taken at a certain moment in time, and thus are liable to seasonal effects and drawdown as a result of abstractions, while simulated groundwater heads represent the steady-state average. Beside this, for the mountain ranges it is likely that observations are located in small mountain valleys with shallow local water tables, partly from infiltrating streams. Our grid resolution is too coarse to capture these small-scale features. Also, occasionally observations of perched water tables in hill slopes are included. These perched groundwater tables are not described by our large-scale groundwater model (simulating the regional-scale groundwater; see Fig. 1b), but captured in the land-surface model as interflow.

For all runs the computed coefficient of determination ($R^2$) was calculated and found to fall between 0.75 and 0.87. For the 10 best performing runs it ranges between 0.85 and 0.87. The scatter of the best performing run is given in Fig. 6. The presented scatter and statistics of $R^2$ and regression coefficient $\alpha$ in Fig. 6 show that the model performance is good. However, the scatter shows a strong underestimation of groundwater heads, meaning that simulated ground-
water tables are too deep compared with the observations. This appears especially for higher elevated areas (also shown in Fig. 7). This underestimation is expected as most likely for higher elevated areas shallow local water tables are sampled which are not captured by our model as a result of the limited grid resolution. Therefore, we evaluated $R^2$ and $\alpha$ for mountain ranges and sediment basins separately shown in Fig. 6 in blue and red respectively. The $R^2$ for the sediment basins is slightly better than for mountain ranges, but in general water table elevations here are still underestimated. The $R^2$ for sediment basins ranges between 0.90 and 0.95, and for the 10 best performing runs between 0.945 and 0.946. For the lower elevations (approx. 0–500 m) a small overestimations of heads can be seen as well.

In Fig. 7 the spatial distribution of the residuals of groundwater heads and corresponding histograms are shown for Europe and the USA. The figures confirm the above-stated conclusion that heads are generally underestimated compared to the observations. The largest underestimations area found for higher elevated areas, such as the Rocky Mountains. Groundwater heads are best estimated for lower flatter areas, like the Mississippi embayment and the Netherlands. The histograms show that larger residuals are found for areas where groundwater levels are deeper, and smaller residuals are found for more shallow groundwater levels. This shows that, although absolute values of groundwater heads are underestimated, the general pattern of deep and shallow groundwater is well captured by the model.

### 3.3 Global groundwater depth map

Figure 8 shows for the best performing run the simulated steady-state groundwater table depths at its natural state (without pumping), in metres below the land surface (result of the best performing run).
General patterns in water table depths can be identified. At the global scale, sea level is the main control of groundwater depth. Throughout the entire coastal ribbon shallow groundwater tables occur. These areas expand where flat coastal plains meet the sea, including major river basins such as the Mississippi, the Indus and large wetlands. At the regional scale, recharge is the main control in combination with scale topography. For regions with high groundwater recharge rates, shallow groundwater tables are simulated, for example the tropical swamps of the Amazon. The influence of the regional topography is also evident in the central Amazon and for the flat lowlands of South America as these regions receive water from elevated areas.

Regions with low recharge rates correspond with deep groundwater where groundwater head gets disconnected from the local topography. The great deserts stand out (hyper-arid regions dotted in Fig. 8). Also for the mountain ranges of the world deep groundwater tables are simulated. As stated before, small local valleys with higher local groundwater tables are not captured by the model due to the used grid resolution. The mountainous regions where local and perched water tables are likely to occur are masked in the figure with a semi-transparent layer.

### 3.4 Groundwater flow paths and travel time

Figure 9 shows the simulated large-scale flow paths for Europe and Africa where different colours indicate the simulated travel times. These figures show both short and long inter-basin flow paths, which are stopped when they reach the local drainage, such as a lake or the ocean. Long flow paths are for example found in eastern Europe, where flow paths...
Simulated water table depth in metres below the land surface. The result of a steady-state natural run, using the best estimated parameter set. Semi-transparent colours indicate deep groundwater regions where most likely more shallow perched and local water tables not captured by the model. Dotted areas indicate hyper-arid zones, distinguished at the grid resolution. White areas indicate no-data values.

Flow paths simulated for NW Europe and Africa, underlain by river basin boundaries, overlain with major rivers. Cross several catchment boundaries and end as submarine groundwater discharge. Also, inter-basin flow paths recharge larger aquifer systems, such is the case for the upper-Danube aquifer system. For Africa long inter-basin flow paths are evident for the desert area as well. The flow path simulations show that especially for sediment areas, inter-basin groundwater flow is important and significant at least at longer timescales. It should be noted that these larger-scale flow paths are associated with the scale of the model. Obviously, superimposed on these areas sub-regional to local-scale flow paths of shallow groundwater systems exist that are not captured by our model (Toth, 1963).
4 Conclusions

In this paper a global-scale groundwater model of an upper unconfined aquifer layer is presented. A feasible and relatively simple method is introduced to overcome the limited information available for aquifer parameterization; available global data sets for lithology and saturated conductivity were used such that the parameterization method can be expanded to data-poor environments.

By applying this method we are able to produce a global picture of water table depths at fine resolution (6') within good accuracy in many part of the world, especially for sediment basins ($R^2 = 0.95$ and $\alpha = 0.84$). The sediment basins are specific areas of interest, as these include the major aquifer systems of the world (e.g. Indus, Ganges, High Plains). For the higher and steeper terrain, groundwater depths are in general overestimated compared to observations (simulated depths deeper than observed); as a result, perched water tables on hillsides are not included in the groundwater model but are present in the observations. Additionally, the model resolution and the aquifer property estimation are still too coarse to capture shallow water tables in small sediment pockets in small mountain valleys.

The results presented in this study confirm the relevance of taking lateral groundwater flow into account in global-scale hydrological models. Short and long flow paths, also over catchment boundaries as inter-basin flow paths, are simulated. The latter can be of major importance as it provides additional recharge to a catchment and thereby helps to sustain river baseflow in times of droughts, supporting ecosystems and wetlands and increasing surface water availability for human water use. Also, inter-basin groundwater flows can act as additional recharge to large aquifer systems, thereby increasing water availability in these aquifers.

Obviously the model presented here must be considered as a first-order attempt towards global groundwater modelling and consequently has a number of limitations that prevent it from simulating groundwater dynamics completely truthfully.

Firstly, the model simulates a natural dynamic steady state; it does not provide any information about groundwater fluctuations caused by climate (seasonal and inter-annual) or human water use. Obviously, as we have estimated specific yield as well, extension to transient simulations is straightforward and will be attempted in a future study.

Secondly, only one unconfined layer is modelled here, while in reality, multi-layered aquifers including unconsolidated and consolidated layers can be present. Before we can include human groundwater use globally, these multi-layered aquifers should be included in the model as this holds vital information on the accessibility and quality of global groundwater resources. However, the information on these aspects is sparse and incomplete.

Thirdly, capillary rise of the water table into the soil has not yet been implemented, although several studies have pointed out that it can affect soil moisture, evaporation or even precipitation (e.g. Bierkens and van den Hurk, 2007; Fan et al., 2013; Lam et al., 2011). Further, there is no dynamic interaction between groundwater and surface water, as the drainage level of rivers does not change over time.

That being said, our model has the ability to capture the large-scale distribution of groundwater levels and as such can serve as a starting point leading to a tool to assess groundwater level fluctuations and their sensitivity to human water intervention and climate.

The next step of this work will be to expand the current aquifer schematization with multi-layered and confined aquifer systems. The model will become transient and fully coupled to the land-surface model in order to incorporate capillary rise to the soil moisture and link river dynamics with groundwater. Human water use will be included as well. The goal will be to represent the impact of human water use on groundwater dynamics and river discharges. It will show where and when limits of groundwater abstractions will be reached. This is vital information needed to ensure sustainable and efficient groundwater use, particularly for semi-arid regions where groundwater demand will intensify due to the increase of drought frequency and duration, combined with population growth, expansion of irrigation areas and rising standard of living.

The Supplement related to this article is available online at doi:10.5194/hess-19-823-2015-supplement.
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